
North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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Introduction
OTT (over-the-top) is eating cable and satellite market share as customers move away from 
traditional pay-TV platforms to Internet-based platforms. OTT competitors across global 
markets are delivering services across various devices and platforms. New entrants continue 
to emerge and offer more services and products for niche content and demographics. 

Over-the-top revenue will grow from $46.5 billion in 2017 to $88.4 billion in 20221. In 
comparison, the largest pay-TV providers in the U.S. lost 405,000 net video subscribers in 
Q3 2017, a large increase compared to the loss of 250,000 subscribers in Q3 2016. The 
biggest losses were seen across the top six cable companies who lost 290,000 subscribers in 
the most recent quarter compared to a loss of 90,000 subscribers in the same quarter the 
previous year. Some of the more staggering losses came from Satellite TV services, which 
lost 475,000 subscribers in Q3 2017 compared to a 5,000 subscriber gain the previous year2. 

As the ultimate live experience, sports is a driving force behind many subscribers’ decisions 
to choose between cable TV and OTT. Every time a household cancels cable service, ESPN 
loses about $8 a month3. As streaming video has continued to rise, ESPN has seen a decline 
from 100 million households in 2011 to 87 million households in 2017. Which is why it’s not 
surprising the Walt Disney Co., the company that owns ESPN, is offering an over-the-top 
video streaming edition for ESPN fans at $4.99 per month for the app.  

The broader opportunity for sports is global. By offering content choices to fans from all 
over the world, OTT providers can gain a critical competitive advantage. For example, the 
English Premier League (EPL) has over 210 million fans outside of the U.K. that Amazon 
intends to capture with a recent deal to show 20 matches a season in 2019-2020. The Indian 
Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season  in May of 2018 and reached a record 202 
million live OTT viewers. During this time, the digital and mobile platform Hotstar 
accounted for over 22% of the tournament’s overall viewership4. The IPL viewership on 
Hotstar grew over 55%  in 2018 and 76% in 20175. Tencent has also recently formed a 
strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North American baseball to the Chinese 
market. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium events on 
Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms6. 

Global opportunities invite challenges as the content has to scale for massive global 
throughput to ensure millions of users can watch the events at the same time. Digital rights 
management is also a major concern as global OTT sports services will want to make sure 
content is delivered only to subscribers, who may be using various devices in many different 
geographies. During major sporting events, high availability is essential for service 
providers. Complete, end-to-end protection including global coverage, device credentials, 
content key storage, rights compliance, watermarking, among other things, is essential for 
successful OTT live sports delivery.
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SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
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Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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Live sports is one of the primary motivators keeping people connected to the cord
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North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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North America & Europe
For live sports, the United States is a coveted market. For example, the massive U.S. 
population combined with multi-cultural sports fanaticism has made it a battle ground for 
coverage of the English Premier League, Tour de France, rugby, and motocross, just to 
name a few. In fact, loyalty to live sports viewership in the United States is one of the 
primary reasons customers have not cut the cord with 81% of sports fans subscribing to pay 
TV and 91% stating they subscribe to pay TV for access to games7. However, the 
relationship pay TV operators have with sports fanatics is tenuous. 82% of pay TV 
subscribers stated they would cut their subscription if they did not need it to access live 
sports and the average sports fan willing to pay $23 per month to access live sports. 

 

The European linear OTT pay TV market reached 7.4 million subscribers at the end of 
September 2017 with an impressive 13% growth over the previous quarter. According to 
research firm Dataxis, sports fans represent 25% of the total linear OTT subscribers with 
Germany as high as 35% being sports subscribers. France and the U.K. fall not too far 
behind at 25% and 15%, respectively, suggesting that Western European countries are 
dominating the sport OTT market8.

 

India
India currently has 38 OTT players and has crossed the 340 million mark for smartphones 
exceeding the number of smartphone users in the United States which stands at 223 million 
people. Smartphone penetration for India is at 28 percent in 201811. Meanwhile, the 
average internet speed in India is the lowest in the Asia Pacific region at 8.75 Mbps for 
download and 3.63 Mbps for upload, ranking #114 worldwide12. Video will drive 72% of all 
Internet traffic in 2018, up from 45% in 2013. 

A major player in Indian live OTT sports is Hotstar, a video streaming platform that 
broadcasts the Indian Premier League (IPL) through Star India, a media conglomerate. After 
being around for a total of five years, Hotstar’s reputation kicked off in 2017 when it 
received 4.8 million concurrent spectators during the final match of the ICC Champions’ 
Trophy featuring India and Pakistan. Star India reported that its breakthrough platform 
tracked 202 million viewers who tuned into the 11th edition of the T20 tournament. 
Compare to 130 million the previous year, it reflects roughly a 55 percent jump. This spike is 
thought to be the turning point for portable platforms becoming mainstream13.

More than 50% of smartphone app users in India are between 18 and 24 years old with 29% 
between 25 and 35. Hotstar specifically caters to this audience, calling them the “affluent 
metro youth” audience. The Indian Premier League (IPL)  finished it’s 11th season in May of 
2018 and reached a record 202 million live OTT viewers. The digital and mobile platform 
Hotstar accounted for over 22 percent of the tournament’s overall viewership14. The IPL 
viewership on Hotstar has grown over 55 percent this year and 76 percent last year15. 
Notably, in 2018, more than 80% of IPL viewers were less than 35 years old, with many 
located in the six largest cities16.

SonyLIV and Veqta are two other leaders in the world of Indian OTT live sports. One of the 
most difficult and costly live OTT sports attributes is to deilver services across mobile 
devices, something SonyLIV has been working toward mastering17. SonyLIV remains the 
official mobile and Internet broadcaster for FIFA. With the FIFA World Cup 2018 
approaching, they plan on receiving massive attention from football fans. SonyLIV will offer 
its viewers a wide range of World Cup content, such as featured key moments, highlights, 
match playbacks, and real time updates18. Veqta specializes primarily in adventure sports, 
basketball, tennis, rugby, snooker, and pool.

China and APAC
In 2018, nearly 229 million people in China will use a subscription streaming service19. The 
market is expected to grow by more than 80% in 2017 and by 2019 more than 40% of 
video viewers in China will use an OTT service. 

Tencent has recently formed a strategic multi-year partnership to live stream North 
American baseball. The Chinese internet provider will stream 125 games including premium 
events on Tencent PC, mobile and OTT platforms20.

Youku, a Chinese streaming platform, acquired digital rights to the FIFA World Cup in May 
of 2018, just in time for the 2018 games which began in early June. The deal was made 
with China Central Television (CCTV) and together they will live stream 64 World Cup 
matches. In addition to the FIFA World Cup, Youku will stream highlights and on-demand 
content from the World Cup to its subscribers. The content will be provided to their users 
through their website, mobile app, and selected smart TVs21.

SportsFix is the first and only OTT platform to distribute live and video on demand sports 
content in the ASEAN region. Their services are offered through the mobile web and apps 
since a large amount of the population consume content on their mobile devices. SportsFix 
delivers matches from the Chinese Super League, Liga 1 Indonesia, Thai League, PBA 
(Philippine Basketball Association) and many other regional leagues22.

Global Challenges and Opportunities
Live sports is valuable content and this content requires protection. Sports events, unlike 
movies or TV series, all start and are consumed at the same time. As people consume live 
sports OTT content everywhere, concerns arise such as scaling global throughput to serve 
millions of syncronistic viewers plus the requirement of high availability provisioning for the 
service provider. Service providers will want to partner with a content protection service that 
can support thousands of queries per second (QPS). Intertrust’s ExpressPlay has a proven 
track record of providing the large throughput needed to ensure millions of users can watch 
events at the same time. In fact, the ExpressPlay Marlin token redemption performance is 
up to 5 times faster than competing performance responses. 

Latency Issues
Despite the growth in the live sports OTT space, streaming services continue to experience 
latency, poor picture quality and buffering issues during important moments. This can 
potentially lead to subscriber attrition as 34% of sport fans in a recent survey stated they 
would cancel a service that gives them these issues23. Meanwhile, 63% of sports watchers 
said they are reluctant to sign up or re-subscribe to live OTT sports. Major concerns 
factoring into the responses include spoilers in the event the stream has not caught up to 
the live game or missing key plays in the game. 43% stated they would feel they had 
wasted their money if they experienced latency issues. Intertrust’s ExpressPlay uses AWS’s 
Route 53 latency-based DNS to achieve active-active failover deployment functionality. The 
ExpressPlay service is deployed in multiple regions and availability zones. It is architectured 
to eliminate single points of failure to make the service fault tolerant.

Digital Rights and Watermarking
Global audiences offer a unique opportunity to deliver OTT live sports without regard for 
geographical borders. These audiences will access the content on a broad range of devices, 
platforms and networks. ExpressPlay™ is unique by supporting both broadcast and 
broadband networks. ExpressPlay is unique by offering both broadcast and broadband 
network support. Today, most sports events are still broadcasted via satellite and cable 
which requires dedicated routing infrastructure. ExpressPlay CA™ supports satellite and 
cable while ExpressPlay DRM™ combines to support OTT to offer maximum coverage. 
Devices supporting ExpressPlay CA will also support ExpressPlay DRM giving full flexibility 
to the operator to chose the best business model and content delivery channel for the 
customer. ExpressPlay also offers support for the various devices and platforms used 
globally which is critical for mass scale. In addition, with ExpressPlay, the service provider 
can employ any monetization method such as PPV, subscription, freemium, or ad supported 
methods. As an integral part of content protection, ExpressPlay also offers forensic 
watermarking to prevent piracy. 

Audience Intelligence
Data and analytics can play a crucial role in meeting revenue expectations for live sports 
OTT providers. Addressable media and proper targeting help deliver ads to a more relevant 
audience. Digital ad spend has surpassed TV for the first time with a spend gap nearing $10 
billion. Mobile will dominate digital ad spend at 70% and is predicted to surpass TV as a 
standalone category by 2019. While we are in the early stages of programmatic advertising, 
programmatic TV buying is expected to grow 600% from 2016 to 201824. In order to 
capture the trend towards targeted, dynamic videos for their streaming environments, savvy 
streaming services and providers will utilize data to understand who their viewers are. 
ExpressPlay Audience™ and ExpressPlay Ads™ help provide the capabilities for 
understanding audience demographics and behaviors in order to monetize these insights 
through targeted advertising.

Conclusion
Delivering content that is secure can be a complex challenge for media and broadcast 
companies. In order to ensure content is delivered to the intended user in a secure method 
and based on subscription service, device and location requires a robust technology 
solution. The ExpressPlay suite represents a single service that provides content 
distributors, network operators, and broadcasters all of their media monetization. 
ExpressPlay’s reliable and cost effective digital rights management technology (DRM) 
combines with disruptive card-less Conditional Access System (CAS) to enable broadcasters 
and network operators to deliver content to a set-top-box or Smart TV via DVB 
broadcast-only devices. ExpressPlay offers multiple pricing plans to accommodate various 
business models and to reduce operational costs. As the long-lasting inventor and leader in 
DRM, Intertrust is uniquely positioned to service the OTT live sports market. 

Recently, there has been increased activity in the European sports streaming market. In 
2016, Discovery Communications (the owner of Eurosport) partnered with streaming 
specialist BAMTech to integrate premier content to deliver to more users and their devices 
across Europe. BAMTech also has long-term deals with sports organizations such as the 
Olympic Games and the National Hockey League (NHL)9. A few of the most popular 
European OTT sports platforms include Bein Sport Connect, Eleven Sports, and DAZN. 
DAZN, an OTT subscription video streaming service headquartered in the U.K.,  has 
recently entered the Italian market to provide multi-platform broadcast rights to 114 Serie A 
matches  for the next three years. This deal is labeled as the first occurrence of a live and 
on-demand streaming service being granted private Serie A rights in Italy10. 

To make the switch to OTT, live sports applications and services must be comparable to pay 
TV on quality, ease of access and the content being offered. Niche content is becoming 
more accessible due to the reduced cost and complexity in delivering multiple versions of 
OTT. While the Superbowl carries the highest bounty for advertising, costing $7.7 million 
for 30 seconds (an increase from $2.7 million in 2017), it is mobile where the true gains in 
advertising can be made. Mobile will contribute $72.6 billion to the global ad economy 
between 2017 and 2020 which is more than the total amount to be spent due to the 
cannibalization of desktop internet. 

 

Recent Highlights and Advancements in Live Sports OTT
• Amazon agreed to stream Premier League matches in the U.K. with 10 matches shown to 

Amazon Prime members on two separate days for three seasons beginning next year. 
Amazon also secured the rights to broadcast the U.S. Open Tennis Championship in a 
five-year deal starting with the 2018 U.S. Open. 

• Formula 1 launched its own OTT service to show races to more than 20 markets priced at 
$8-$12 per month. F1 TV will offer commercial-free live streams for each race along with 
multi-language commentary plus access to 20 driver on-board cameras.

• Disney launched ESPN+ which includes live games from MLB, NHL, MLS, golf, cricket, 
rugby and tennis for $4.99 per month. Notably, the application is not a full service option 
for cord cutters by not offering highly publicized games.

• CBS launched CBS Sports HQ, which offers 24-hour streaming coverage of sports news, 
highlights and analysis for smartphones and tablets.

• Turner Sports launched its own direct-to-consumer live sports service, Bleacher Report 
Live, which offers pay-per-game access to a variety of live sports, such as basketball, 
soccer and lacrosse.
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24  https://edelmandigital.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/2017-Edelman-Digital-Trends-Report.pdf
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